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ABSTRACT: Nonparametric estimators of the cumulative 
intensity and the survival function, makin~ use of all 
available information when the data is doubly-censored, 
are introduced. The estimators are analogous to the Kaplan-
Meier P-L-estimator. The estimator of the cumulative 
intensity is shown to be consistent and by use of the 
martingale-central-limit-theorem its normalization is 
shown to converge to a gaussian process. The same results 
are valid for the estimator of the survival function. A 
simulation study comparing the estimators with other natural 
choices of estimators is presented. 
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1.Introduction. 
In this paper we want to study nonparametric estimatiors of 
the cumulative intensity of a life-time T when the data is doubly-
censored. By doubly-censored we mean that to each life-time T. 
l 
i=1, ... ,n there corresponds a •window• of observation <L.,U.] so that 
T. is accuratly observed if 
1 
1 1 
L.<T.,U., left-censored if T.,L. and 
1 1 1 1 1 
right censored if T.)U .. 
1 1 
Observation will take place on a fixed time-
period, say [0,1]. We will need that L. is always 
1 
The complete data corresponding to individual i 
observed. 
(i.e. to the data 
(L.,T.,U.)) may be described as a process on the compartments 0.-5. in 
1 1 1 
figur 1.1 where transitions are allowed in the directions pointed out 
by the arrows. Here L.=time until the individual comes under obser-
1 
vation=time until the process first reaches one of the states 1. or 3. 
Similarly U.=time until (eventual] right-censoring= time until the 
1 I 
process first reaches one of the states 4. or 5. and T.=lifetime of 
1 
individual i=tim~ until the first transition to one of the states 2., 
3. or 5.-
Fiqur 1.1 
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- - -
, 
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Not yet 
observed 
-
I 
I 
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I 
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Observed Right-censored 
From the observed data we are able to tell if an individual is in 
Alive 
Dead 
state 0. or state 1., but not which of these states she is in. Further 
we are always able to tell if the individual is in state 1. and if a 
transition from 1. to 3., from 1. to 4. or from 2. to 3. has occured 
before a given time t. 
The individual processes will generally be semi-markovian (and mar-
3 
kovian if the intensity for right-censoring is a function only of 
time and does not depend on the time spent in state 1. or 3.). 
Papers treating related models with nonparametric methods are 
Peto[~973] and Turnbull[1974]. These both give examples on how 
such situations may occur. From our point of view the paper of 
Turnbull is of particular interest. He gives an iterative estimation 
procedure which he shows yield MLE for the distribution function 
·(See Turnbull[1974] and [1976]). This estimator will later be 
referred to as the Turnbull-estimator. It is an extension of 
the self-consistency estimator of Efron[1967] and ·may be shown 
to be an instance of the E-M-principle of Dempster et. al. [1977]. 
The estimator may be generalized to a wide class of incomplete 
data problems (see Turnbull[1976]). 
Our intention for this paper was to extend the results ~f Turnbull 
to the case of continuos lifetime distributions. However this has its 
complications since 1) the Turnbull estimator is given as a limit of 
an iterative algorithm and not as an explicit formula and 2) the covar-
iance matrix (i.e. the inverse of the information matrix) of the 
estimator has not, as far as we know, a nice form. 
Hence we have found it convenient to impose the restriction (unneces-
sary in Turnbull[1974]) that L. is observed (whenever L.<1). This makes it 
1 1 . 
possible to construct a P-L-estimator (see Kaplan&Meier[1958]) with 
nice and wellknown properties from parts of the datamaterial . In 
turn using this estimator as a startpoint for the Turnbull-estimator 
and iterating just once we get an estimator using all relevant infer-
mation in a sound way, thus containing the •spirit• of the Turnbull-
estimator. 
This one-step-estimator is, like the P-L-estimator, a product. We , 
may, analogues to the Nelson-Aalen-estimator, construct a corresponding 
estimator for the cumulative intensity on the form of a sum. We will 
focus upon this estimator; partly because sums are somewhat more easy to 
handle than products, partly because intensities are natural parameters 
in survival analysis. Corresponding results for the estimator analogous 
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to the P-L-estimator can be found using the same technique as 
Breslow&Crowley[1974] and Aalen[1978a] (i.e by Taylor expansions.) 
We will now introduce some notation and asumptions that will be 
used throughout the paper. 
Formally our data are originated from the complete data set 
{(L.~T.,U.);1, ... ,n} and we observe {(L. ,X.,3.);i=1, ... ,n} 
l l l l l l 
where 
X.=max(min(T. ,U.),L.) 
l l l l 
and 
3.=6{X.=U. <T.}. 
l l l l 
6{A} equals 1 or 0 according to whether the expression A is true 
or not. In case the truth of A varies with time 6 is considered as 
a function. 
Notice that X.=U. if T. is right-censored, X.=T. if T. is accuratly 
l l l l l l 
observed and X.=L. if T. is left-censored. 6. is indicating right-
l l l l 
censoring. 
We will assume 
1) The (L. ,T.,U.) are independent and identically distributed. 
l l l 
2) (L.,U.) is independent ofT. for each i. 
l ~ l 
3) L.< U. with probability 1. 
~ l 
4) P(L.=O) =A > 0 and P(L.<O)=O. 
l l 
5) t'8f PI CL.<t>n [CT.>t) u (U.>t)] } > o. 
t& 1 1] l l l 
6) The T., L. IL.>O and U. are absolutely continous variables on [0,•> . 
l l l l 
7) P(L.>1) = 0. 
l 
In Table 1.1 we give notation for distribution functions ofT., 
l 
L . I L . >0 and U .. 
l l l 
Table 1.1 
Variable c.d.f. density surv.func. intensity cum.intensity 
T. F(t) f(t) S(t) a(t) tJ(t) 
l 
L.IL. >0 G(t) g(t) SG(t) l(t) 
l l 
u. H(t) h(t) S8 (t) l 
( 1. 1} 
( 1. 2) 
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We conclude this section by an outline of the rest of the paper. 
In the next section we introduce counting processes for the 
(complete and censored) data and then estimators of the cumulative 
intensity and survival function are introduced. We end the 
section by relating martingales to the counting processes. The 
asymptotic result for the estimator of the cumulative intensity 
is given in section 3 and 4, consistency in section 3 and,weak 
convergence in section 4. The corresponding results for the 
estimator of the survival function are reviewed in section 5. 
In section 6 we present a simulation study of doubly-censored 
data and make comparisons between different possible estimators. 
The paper is concluded by a discussion. 
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2.A counting process formulation and the "one-step-estimator". 
For each of the n individuals we define 
Y .. (t)=lU individual i is in state j at t-) 
lJ 
N .. k(t)=d{transition of individual i from state j to state k in [O,t]l 
lJ 
where j,k=O, ... ,5. 
On an accumulated level we have the corresponding counting 
processes and risk-sets: 
y:-ct>=-~ 1 Y . .'ct> J l= lJ 
and 
N .k(t)=. f 1 N. rk(t) J l= lJ 
for the same j and k. 
Not allY .. (t) and N .. k(t) are observed. For instance Y1. 0 Ct) and lJ l) 
Yi2(t) are not known apart from their sum. Likewise a jump of Ni02 Ct) 
will not be observed when it occurs. 
We will also need the following (partially) unknown quantities 
and 
which are the risk set for and counting process of the deaths that are 
not right censored. 
(2. 1) 
(2.2) 
Suppose N(t) and Y(t) were known, then the P-L-estimator of S(t) would 
be 
• -1 S(t)= n [1-Y(s) dN(s)] (2.3) 
s~t 
Similarily the Nelson-Aalen estimator of P(t) would be given by 
P(t) = ~ Y(s)- 1dN(s) (2.4) 
The representation of these estimators as respectively product-inte-
grals and (sum-)integrals is explained in e.g. Andersen&Borgan[1985]. 
Allthough Y(t) and N(t) are unknown they may, as we shall see, be 
estimated. It is reasonable to estimate S(t) and p(t) by simply 
replacing Y(t) and N(t) in (2.3) and (2.4) by such estimates. 
Let~= o {(L.,X.,6.); i=1, ..... ,n• i.e. the a-algebra generated by 
l l l 
the observations. Then we have 
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E[Y(t)I~]=Y 1 (t)+[N01 C1)-N01 Ct-)]+ l [S(t)-S(s)] [1- S(~)]- 1 dN23 (s)- (2.5) 
and 
1 -1 E(N(t)l~]= N13 Ct) + N23 Ct} + (1-S(t)] ~ (1-S(s)] dN23 (s) 
Expression (2.5) may be verified the following way. The term Y1(t) 
enters since Y(t)=Y1(t)+Y0(t) and Y1Ct) is known (measurable) in "F. 
N01 C1J-N01 ct-) is the sum of individuals that enters the observed group 
after time t, and hence these individuals neccesarily are among the 
Y0 (t) that are not yet observed but alive at t. The probability that 
an individual whose lifetime is left-censored at s ) t is alive at t 
-1 [S(t)-~(s)] [1-S(s)] and then integrating over the leftcensorings 
after t we obtain the third term in (2.5). The verification of (2.6) 
is similiar to the preceeding. 
In (2.5) and (2.6) only S(t) is unknown. However as a direct 
consequence of the assumption that L. is observed (whenever L.<1) 
l l 
we may estimate S(t) by the P-L-estimator based on the subsample 
under direct observation, i.e. 
( 2. 6) 
A -1 
s (t) =s~t[ 1- Y1Cs) dN13csJ ] (2.7) 
Similarily define a Nelson-Aalen estimator of the cumulative intensity 
~ (t) = ~ Y1Cs)-JN13 cs> (2.8) 
Under our assumptions A S (t) is asymptotically unbiased, strongly 
" consistent and In ( S (t) - S (t) ) tends to a gaussian process as 
n ~ •. These facts are proved under slightly different conditons in 
Gill[1980] and Aalen&Johansen[1978] and may also easily be proved by 
results presented later in the paper. The main reason they hold is 
assumption 4) which is equivalent to ttf8; 1] E Y1Ct)/n ) 0 . 
If there are no left-censored deaths prior to the first observed death 
we may now estimate Y(t) and N(t) by simply inserting ~(t) into the 
left-hand side of (2.5) and (2.6). If however ~(t) = 1 for a t 
with dN2J(t) > 0 we will simply ignore such a jump. Ideally such infor-
mation should have been used in one way or another, but as our goal is 
primary asymptotics this will be of little concern. Due to this omission 
it will also be convenient to ignore jumps of N01 Ct) when ~(t) = 1. 
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Set 
Jjk(t)= ~ { Njk(t)>O } 
Then by interpreting 0/0=0, our estimators of Y(t) and N(t) become 
* 1 1 " A A -1 Y (t)=Y1Ct)+{J13 Cs)dN01 Cs)J+{[S(t-)-S(s)] [1 - S(s)] J 13 Cs)dN23 Cs) (2.9) 
and 
* A A. -1 N (t)= N13 Ct) + J 13 Ct)N23 (t) + [1-S(t)] { [1-S(s)] J 13 (s) dN23 Cs) (2.10) 
According to a preceeding remark we should now estimate S(t) and 
~(t) by respectively 
* * -1 * s (t)= u (1-Y (s) dN (s)) 
s't 
and 
* ~ * -1 * ~ (t)= 6 Y (s) dN (s) 
In the phrasing of the E-M-algorithm formulas (2.9} and (2.10) corre-
sponds to the E-step, while formula (2.11) gives theM-step. Thus by 
"* replacing S(t) by S (t) in (2.9) and (2.10) and inserting these new 
estimates of Y(t) and N(t) in (2.11) the second iteration for the esti-
mator of the life-time-distribution arises. By repeating this process 
until convergence we get the Turnbull-estimator (when F(t) has jumps 
only at the jumps of N13 Ct).) 
By defining 
** A A -1 y (t)= Y1(t) + S(t-} { [1-S(s)] J 13 Cs) dN23 Cs)] 
we get 
* ** -1 . dN (t) = Y (t) Y1(t) dN 13 Ct) 
since A. " -1 -dS(t) = S(t-) Y1(t) dN 13 Ct) 
Hence (2.12) becomes 
* ~ ** * -1 -1 ~ (t) = 6 Y (s) Y (s) Y1(s) dN13 cs) 
** We shall later see that Y (t) is also a reasonable estimator for 
Y(t), hence motivating the estimator~* (t). 
(2.11} 
(2.12} 
We will' now see how martingales can be related to the counting proces-
ses. The martingales will mainly be used in proving weak convergence, 
but a few steps in the in the determination of the constistency may 
also be simplified by martingale results. For an explanation of the con-
cepts in the multivariate counting process/martingale framework see 
Aalen(1978b] or Gill(1980]. 
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Let 
c;}:t= a.< n, Y1(0), N01 Cs), N13 Cs), N14 Cs), N23 (s); O<s<t 
i.e. the a-algebra generated by the observations up to time t: 
and 
Hence S also records the transitions from state 0. to state 2. and 
t 
clearly ~ C S . 
t t 
We will also define 
";J(t) = "1J(t) = b Y1(s) 
";J(t) = b Y2Cs) l(S) ds 
a(s) ds 
"2J(t) = b (Y0 (s)+Y2Cs)) (1-S(s)) 
"~1(t) = b Y0(s) l(S) ds 
l(S) ds 
"o1Ct> = b CY0(s)+Y2(s)) S(s) l(s) ds 
Note that while Y0 (s) and Y (s) are measurable in S only the sum 2 s-
Y0(s)+Y2(s) is measurable in ~s-· Since all "jk(t) and Ajk(t) are 
(left-)continous we have the Ajk(t) predictable in ~t- and the "jk(t) 
predictable in s 
t'-
Finally set 
and 
Mjk(t} = Njk(t} ~ Ajk(t) 
for jk=13,01,23. Then we have 
Lemma 2.1 
M13 CtJ,M01 Ct) and .M23 Ct) are orthogonal and quadratic integrable 
martingales with respect to the family of a-algebras { ~t ; 0<t<1 }. 
Proof of lemma 2.1 
That Mjk (t) is a martingales with respect to { ~ t } may also be 
stated that Ajk(t) is the compensators of ~k (t) with respect to 
{ ~t }. From Gill[1980] we have that A; 3(t), A~ 1 (t) and A;3ct) are 
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the compensators of respectively N (t), N (t) and N (t) with respect 
. 13 01 23 
to { S }. Using the innovation theorem (Th.3.4 in Aalen[1978b]) we 
t 
then get 
Ajk(t) = E [ Ajk(t) '¥ ] . t 
But for t ) s we have 
E [ Y1(s) 'J1 l = Y1(s) t 
E [ Y0 Cs> .c:r: t ] = Y0 Cs> + Y2(s) S(s) 
E [ Y2(s) ~t] = Y0 cs> + Y2(s) F(s) 
thus establishing the wanted compensators with respect to ~ . t 
That the Mjk(t)'s are orthogonal follows 
A~k(t)'s are continous and that they are 
J 2 
just mean that E [ Mjk(t) ] = E Ajk(t) 
from the fact that the 
quadratic integrabel 
< - .= 
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3. Consistency. 
In this section we will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1 
Under assumptions 1)-6) in section 1 we have 
a) for all t >0 
* * ;iUP I ( P ( t) - P ( t) ) - OH t) - P ( t) ) I 
hLt,1] 
a_.s 0 
b) p ~ 0 
The theorem is split in two parts because difficulties occur in 
* proving the convergence of ~ (t) when t is close to 0. These difficul-
ties are belived to be technical, but are solved only in the case of 
convergence in probability. The results are proved by the help of 
Lemma A.1, Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.3 in Appendix A. 
Proof of theorem 3.1 
-1 Let y1(t)= E [ n Y1(t) ]. Then by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem we have 
-1 
E [ n13 N (t) ] = b y 1 (s) a(s) ds 
and 
-1 a. s 
n Y1(t) ~ y 1(t) 
uniformly fort t [0,1]. 
6 -1 a.s . [ ] By lemma A.1 we now get Y (s) dN (s) ~ ~(t) un1formly on 0,1 . 
1 13 • 
This implies, by lemma 3.2.1.(iv) in Gill[1980], that S(t)a_.s S(t) 
uniformly on [0,1]. 
We may (for all &)0) write (see (2.21)) 
~· (t)-~* (t) = f ~· (s) Y (s)- 1dN 13 Cs). & 1 . 
where 
* ** * 111 (s) = Y (s) I Y (s) 
and hence by lemma A.1, part a) of the theorem will follow if we show 
~· (t)a_.s 1 uniformly on [e,1] for all e>O and correspondingly b) follows 
* p from ~ (t) ~ 1 uniformly on [0,1]. 
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Furthermore (by Glivenko-Cantellil 
and 
-1 a.s ~ 
n N01 Ct) 4 (1-A) 6 S(s) g(s)ds 
-1 
n N23 (t) 
a.s 
4 (1-A) b F(s) g(s)ds 
uniformly on [0,1]. 
Using lemma A.1 once more we now get 
-1 1 A -1 a s 1 · 
n t [ 1 - S(s) ] J 13 (s) dN23 csJ ~ (1-A} t g(s) ds 
and 
( 3. 1 
n- 1 { ~(s) [ 1 - ;(s} ]- 1 J 13 (s) dN23 cs}a~s(1-A) { S(s) g(s) ds (3.2 
uniformly on [e,1] for each e>O. 
Consequently 
:t 
ql ( t) a.s 4 
1 1 
y1Ct)+(1-Al{S(s)g(s)ds+(1-A){(S(t)-S(s))g(s)ds 
uniformly on [e,1] for all e>O yielding theorem 3.1.a. 
Note however that since for all n there exist ~>0 so that 
= 
A -1 - A -1 A A -1 [ 1- S(~)] = - the expressions [1-S(t)] and S(t)[1-S(t)] 
will not converge uniformly on [0,1] and hence lemma A.1 can not be 
used to show (3.1) and (3.2) on all of [0,1]. However lemma A.3 
states that (3.1) and (3.2) will be valid also for e=O if we replace 
convergence almost certain with convergence in Probability. Hence 
:t p 
q~ (t) 4 1 uniformly on [0,1] and by the use of lemma A.1 again 
part b) of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
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Section 4. Weak Convergence. 
* In this section we will pursue the limiting process of In(~ (t)-~(t)). 
* As was the case with the proof of consistency of~ (t); there are some 
technical problems involved in showing the convergence for t close to 
zero. In the main text we will therefore only give the the proof that 
* * In [ (~ (t)-~ (t)) - (~(t)-~(t)) ] will converge weakly to a gaussian 
process on O[t,1] for each s>O. The main result, that this also hold 
for t=O, is only stated and its proof may be found in the appendix. 
In the end of the section we discuss the estimation of the covariance 
of the limit-process of * In(~ {t)-~(t)). 
First some comments about general notation. In some cases func-
tions or processes ~ (t) (denoted with subscribt t) are not 
explicit defined. In such case ~ (t)=~(t)-~(t) for functions 
t 
or processes ~(t) that have been defined. Also, if the function 
~(t) has not been defined, then it can be interpreted as 
liG ~ (t) for some ~ that has been defined. Furthermore, if not 
t-+0 t t 
otherwise stated, all limits are taken as n -+ • . Also the terms 
convergence in probability of a sequence of processes {+ } on O(A) 
n 
to + (where A is an interval) and that sup I + (t) - +(t) I 
ttA n 
~ 0 will mean exactly the same thing since all limits + may be 
found to lie in C(A) with probability 1. 
Let 
H~(t) = ~(t<u) - (1-A) b } -1 * -1 S(r) (1-S(r)) g(r) dry (s) Cl(s)ds 
svt 
·U H2 (t) = t?u * -1 0 y ( s ) Cl ( s ) ds 
and 
Then the main result may be stated 
Theorem 4.1 
Let V(u) be a gaussian process on 0[0,1] with EV(u) = 0 and covar-
iance function E V(t) V(u) = c(t,u) given by (4.3). Then 
In ( ~* (u) - ~(u) ) ~ V(u) 
on 0[0, 1] .. 
( 4. 1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Let furthermore 
l t u -1 } t u c (u,t) = H (s) H1 (s) y (s) a(s)ds + (1-A) a2 .... Cs) a2E(s) g(s)ds £ 1& E 1 £ ~ 
Then the intermediate result we shall prove here is 
Proposition 4.1 
( 4. 4) 
Let V (u) be a gaussian process on D[t,1] where t>O with EV(u)=O and co-
E 
variance function EV (t)V (u) = c (t,u) given by (4.4). Then on D[t,1] 
£ £ E 
:t 
In ( ~ (u) - ~ (u) 
E E 
0 
.. V (u) 
E 
To prove Proposition 4.1 we will need two helping results stated 
below in Lemma 4.1 and Lemma~4.2. The second of these lemmas give a 
sequence of processes {V } which is asymptotically equivalent with 
DE 
:t * p ln(f3 (u)-13 (u)), i.e. V (u)-ln(~ (u)-13 (u)) -. 0 on D[e,1] .·The 
E E nt E E 
first lemma give the simultaneous limiting processes of two processes, 
from which the limiting process of V may be determined. This lemma 
ne 
is placed first since it will also be necessary when we will prove 
lemma 4.2. 
Define 
n 
z 1 (t) =In [ ~ Y1(s) -1 dN13 cs> - ~ d( Y1Cs) > 0 ) a(s) ds ] 
and 
n 
z2e<t> = 1/ln { ~ d(s)e) J13(s) [S(s) -.1 (1-S(s)) dN23 Cs) - dN01 cs>] } 
Then we have 
Lemma i.1 2 If e>O we n n 0 have on 0[0,1] ( z 1' z2e> .. (Z1, z2t) 
where z1(t) and z2t are two independent gaussian processes with 
EZ 1Ct)=0 , EZ 2£Ct)=O for O~t~1 and with covariance .functions 
UAt -1 EZ 1(u) z1(t) = O y 1(s) a(s) ds 
and 
UAt -1 6 d(s)e) S(s) (1-S(s)) g(s) ds 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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Comment: For some (natural) choices of S(s) and g(s) (e.g. when 
g(s) and S(s) represents the same distribution i.e. g(s)ds=-dS(s)) 
will the covariancefunction of Z tend to infinity when e tends 2£ 
to zero. Hence the somewhat akward definition (or some definition 
like it) of z2e is necessary. 
Proof of lemma 4.1 
We will use.the martingale-central-limit theorem as stated in 
Andersen&Gill[1982] (Theorem I.2.). 
It is straightforward to verify that we may write 
Z~(t) =In~ ~(Y 1 (s)>0) Y1(s)- 1 dM13 Cs) 
(where we interpret 0/0=0). Hence Z~(t) is an inteqral of a bounded 
.and predictable process adapted to {~ } with respect to the martin-
t 
gale of N13 (t) in {~t} 
Also we may write 
n ~ -1 z2e(t) = 1//n { 6 ~(s)e) J 13 (s) [S(s) (1-S(s)) dM23 (s) - dM01 (s)] 
+ ~ ~(s)e)J13 Cs)CY0 (s)+Y1(s))[S(s) (1-S(s))- 1(1-S(s))-S(s)]l(s)ds 
where the last integral (always) cancels out. Hence z~e(t) is the 
sum of two integrals of predictable and bounded processes with respect 
to the martingales M01 Ct) and M23 Ct) which are the martingales of 
N01 Ct) and N23 Ct) with respect to {~t}. 
Hence the conclusion follows from 
n ~ -1 P t -1 
<Z 1>Ct) = 6 n ~CY 1 Cs)>0) Y1Cs) ~(s) ds • J y1(s) ~(s) ds 
= I ~(S)e) J 13 (s) 
0 
! (1-.\) ~ ~(S)£) 
0 
-1 S(s) (1-S(s)) n CY0 (s)+Y2(s)) 1Cs) ds 
-1 S(s) (1-S(s)) g(s) ds 
on 0[0,1] which is straightforward consequences of Lemma A.1. 
We have here verified condition I.3 in the Andersen&Gill-theorem. 
Condition !.4 is trivial since the predictable processes we are 
i~tegrating with respect to are bounded. 
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Lemma 4.2 
n Let v ( t) 
nt 
= z (t) + v (t) + v (t) 1t n2t n3t 
where 
vn2t(t) =I [Z~t( 1 ) 
and 
n * -1 
z2t(s)] y (s) a(s) ds 
t } -1 n * -1 V (t) = -(1-A) J S(r) (1-S(r)) Z (r) g(r)dr y (s) a(s) ds 
n3 t t s 1 
t p 
Then for all t>O we have In (~ (t)-~ (t)) - V (t) ~ 0 on D[t,1]. 
t t nt 
Proof of lemma 4.2 
We may write 
t t A In (~ (t)-~ (t)) =In (~ (t)-~ (t)) + In (~ (t)-~ (t)) and 
t t t t t t 
it is easy to prove that In (~t(t)-~t(t)) - z~t(t) ~ 0 on D[t,1] 
for t>O. Hence it will suffice to show 
t A p In (~ (t)-~ (t)) - V (t) - V (t) ... 0 on D(t, 1] for t>O. (4. 7) 
t t n2t n3t 
Let 
v* <t> = J 2nt t 
and 
* v 3 (t)= 
n t 
t 1 A A -1 lnJ (S(r)-S(r))(1-S(r)) 
t s 
We will first demonstrate that 
t * t In(~ (t)-~ (t)) = v (t) + v (t) 
t t n2t n3t 
and afterwards that on D[t,1] for t>O 
t * p v (t) - v (t) ~ 0 
n2t · n2t 
and 
* * p v (t) - v ( t} ~ 0 
n3t n3t 
From (4.8)-(4.10} we obviously get (4.7) and hence the lemma will 
follow. 
A. * By (2.8) and (2.12) (def av ~ og ~)we get 
* 4 t ** t * -1 In(~ (t)-~ (t)) =In J ( Y (s}-Y (s) ] [Y (s)Y 1Cs)] t t t 
and by expanding 
( 4. 8) 
( 4. 9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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* *' 
:t 1 A A -1 3 13(r)dN23(r) - l 3 13(r)dN01(r) y (s)-Y (s) = S(r) ( 1-S(r)) s 
= 1 I. A [S(r) ( 1-S(r)) 
s 
-1 -1 
-S(r)(1-S(r)) ] J13(r) dN23(r) 
+[ 1 -1 S(r)(1-S(r)) J 13 (r) s dN 23 ( r) - l J 1 3 ( r ) dN 0 1 ( r ) ] 
this give 
** :t 1 A A -1 -1 Y (s)-Y (s) = s (S(r)-S(r))(1-S(r)) (1-S(r)) J 13 Cr)dN23 Crl 
· n n 
+ In [ Z (1) - Z (s) ] 2£ . 2£ 
By inserting ( 4. 12) into ( 4. 11) we get .( 4. 8) . 
Next we will demonstrate (4.9) is a consequence of lemma A.S. Too 
see this note that 
t j [Z~£(1)~Z~£(s)] V 2 (t)-V 2 (t) = n £ n £ £ 
j [Z~£(1)-Z~t(s)] £ 
But 
j * -1 £ (n/Y (s)) Y1(s) dN 13 Cs) p ... 
while 
D 
... 
t -1 
y ( s) a(s)ds 
:t (n/Y (s)) Y1(s) dN 13 (s) 
j t -1 y (s) a(s) ds on D[t,1] 
£ 
which is a process on C[t,1] with probabilty 1. Hence (A.6) applies and 
:t p 
v2 (t)-V (t) ... 0 on D[t, 1]. nt 2nt 
To prove (4.10) we will write * v (t) - v (t) 
n3£ n3t 
=I 1 -S(r) n [(1-A)g(r)dr - 313 (r)dN~3 (r) ] / (s) - 1a(s)ds £ s 1-S(r) z1cr> n ( 1-S(r) 
+I 1 -S(r) n dNH (r) [ t -1 n dN ( s) ] 1-S(r) Z1 (r) 3 13(r) y ( s) a ( s) ds - l ( s ) ~ 1 ( s ) £ s n (1-S(r) 
1 
+J 1 n 313(r) J 1 ( r l ] dN33 (r) n • dNg 1 ( s) 
£ s 
-S(r) z1(r) [ 1-S(r) - 1-~(r) n (1-S(r) Y (s)Y1 (s) 
+I 1 n ,. J1~(r) dN~ 3 (r) ? dNg 1 ( 5) [-S(r) Z1(r) - /n(S(r)-S(r))] £ s 1- ( r) n (1-S(r) Y (5)Y1 (5) 
We will show that each of the four terms in (4.13) will tend to zero 
in probability on D[t,1]. 
The argument that the inner integral in the first term will "vanish" 
is analogue to the demonstration of (4.9). Hence using lemma A.1 the 
first term •disappears•. 
(4.12) 
( 4. 13) 
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The second term disappears since by (A.S) in lemma A.S the inner 
integral will tend to a process on D[t,1] which is gaussian with 
continous covariance function hence on C[t, 1] with probability 1. 
Using lemma A.S (A.6) on the outer integral the conclusion follows. 
A p Since S(s) ~ S(s) on 0[0,1] , it will also hold on D[t,1] that 
-1 
J 13 (s) [ (1-S(s) -
. ,. -1 p (1-S(s)) ] ~ 0 . Using lemma A.1 twice 
show that the third t~rm converges. (in probability) to zero on D[t,1]. 
From Gill[1980] theorem 3.2.1(iv) we get 
[-S(r)Z~(r) - /n(S(r)-S(r))] = -S(r) l (1-S(s-)/S(s)) dZ~(s) 
-In S(r) ! S(s-)/S(s) 6CY1Cs)>O) a(s)ds 
Using Theorem !.2. in Andersen&Gill[1982] it is easy to show that the 
first term in (4.14) converges weakly on D[0,1] to a gaussian 
process with variance function equal to zero, hence it converges to 
zero in probability on 0[0 11]. In the last term of (4.13) the right-
handside of (4.14) is multiplied with J 3 (r)(1-S(r))- 1 which 
. 1 
converges to (1-S(r))- 1 in probabilit~ on 0[&,1]. Arguing similarily 
as with the third term we see that also the fourth term will vanish on 
O[tl1]. 
* p Consequently v (t) - V 3 (t) ~ 0 O[t 11] and lemma 4.2 follows. n3t n t 
Proof of Proposition 4.1 
Let 
... Y [ z2 (1) * -1 V (u) = z1(u)- z 1 ( £) + - z2t<t> J y (t) a(t) dt £ t t 
y { S(s) -1 * -1 a(t) dt - ( 1-A) (1-S(s)) z1(s) g(s) ds y (t) £ 
Then it is easy to see that the functional . : 0[01 1]2 ~ D[t 11] 
.. 
given by +( z1 I z2e:> (u) = V (u) is continous. Hence £ 
n z~t) D .. v (u) = +C z1 I (u) ... +( z1 I z2t> (u) = V (U) nt £ 
on O[t 11]. 
Since z1 and z2t are gaussian with expectation 0 it is also easy 
.. 
to prove that V is gaussian with expectation 0. To show that 
t 
.. 0 
V = V defined in proposition 4.1 (and hence to complete the 
t t 
( 4. 14 
( 4. 15) 
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~ 
proof) it will suffice to show that the covariance function of V 
is the same as the covariance function of V (given by (4.4)). 
£ 
This will follow when we show that 
.. 
V (U) 
£ = l + 
since 
The 
and 
.. 
E V (u) V (t) 
£ £ 
= E 1 Hu (s) 6 1£ 
+ E 1 Hu2 (s) £ £ 
= c (u,t) 
£ 
t 
H (s) 
1 £ 
t 
H2e:Cs) 
last equation follows because 
-1 d<Z 1,z 1>Cs) = y (s) a(s) ds 
-1 d<Z ,z2 >(s) = (1-A)S(s)(1-S(s)) g(s)ds 2£ £ 
The formula (4.16) is derived by partial integrations. First 
demonstrate how the second term in (4.16) arises. 
£ 
1,1 * -1 1,l t * -1 J [Z (1)-Z (t)] y (t) a(t)dt = 1 J y (s) a(s)ds [Z (1)-2 2 (t)] £ 2£ 2£ £ £ 2£ e: 
+ Y f y* (s)- 1a(s)ds dZ (t) 
e: e: 2 e: 
= 1 
e: 
tAu * -1 · 1 { y (s) a(s)ds dZ 2e:Ct) = e: 
Similarily 
l S(r) (1-S(r))- 1 g(r) z1Cr) dr = 1 -l S(r) (1-S(r;)- 1 g(r) dr z1Ct) 
+ l { S(r) (1-S(r)) g(r) dr dZ 1(t) 
= l slt S(r) (1-S(r)) g(r) dr dZ 1(t) 
Hence by inserting this into the third term in (4.15} we see 
1,1 1 -1 * -1 z1cu>-z 1ce:l - (1-t\) i t S(s) (1-SCsU z1cs> g(s) ds y Ctl a(t) dt 
= l 
From (4.17) and (4.18) we see that (4.15) equals (4.16). Thus the 
proof of proposition 4.1 is complete. 
It is of great interest to esimate the covariance-function c(u,t). 
We will here suggest a natural choice. This choice is constructed the 
following way: All terms a(t)dt in c(u,t) are substituted by the terms 
* -1 * Y (s) dN (s) and correspondingly all terms (1-t\) g(s) ds are re-
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
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-1 t placed by n (dN01 (s)+dN 23 (s)). Also for S(t) in c(u,t) we uses (t), 
lc * for y1(t) we use Y1(t)/n and for y (t) we use Y (t)/n. Let the esti-
mator that arises be denoted c* (u,t) and the corresponding estimator 
* for c (u,t) be denoted c (u,t). In Samuelsen[1984] it is shown that 
£ £ 
* p sup I C (u,u) - c (u,u) I -+ 0 as n .. ... . (Actually some 
O'u~1, £ £ 
algebra is neccesary to show that this is what is shown.) To prove 
* * that also C (u,t) and C (u,t) (for all t and u) are consistent 
£ 
are fairly easy modifications of this proof. 
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Section 5. Convergence of the "One-Step P-L-estimator". 
Up to now we have solely focused upon the asymptotic properties of 
* ~ (t). In this section we will give the corresponding results for 
* the estimatorS (t) (given by (2.11)). We will also indicate how the 
results may be proved. 
Theorem 5.1 
* sup I s ( t) - s ( t) I 
0<t~1 
~ 0 as n ~ .. 
Theorem 5.2 
Let V(t) be as given in Theorem 4.1. Then on 0[0,1] 
In ( s*(t) - S(t) ) ~ -S(t) V(t) 
* * Thus s (t) is consistent -and ln(S (t) - S(t)) converges weakly 
* . to a gaussian process. This hold because s (t) 1s approximatly 
* equal exp(-~ (t)). Let 
* R:(t) = s* (t)/exp(-~* (t)) = exp( 6 ln(1-Y* (s)- 1dN* (s)) 
By a Taylor expansion it is seen 
exp ( ~ ( t)) 
* ~ .. 1 * * k Rn(t) = exp{ 6 k~ 2 - k [dN (s)/Y (s)] 
Then we may show that both 
* p 0~~~ 1 Rn(t) - 1 I ~ 0 
and 
* p sup In I R (t) - 1 I ~ 0 
O<t~ 1 n 
hold. Hence we get 
* S (t) - S(t) 
' 
* sup I exp(-~ (t)) - exp(-p(t)) 
0<t~1 
* * + sup exp (- ~ ( t) ) I R ( t) - 1 I 
0<t'1 
The first term disappear due to theorem 4.1, while the second term 
will vanish because of (5.2) and theorem 5.1 follows. 
Furthermore 
* * ln(S (t) - S(t)) =In exp(-~ (t)) - exp(-~(t)) 
* * + In exp (- ~ ( t)) { R ( t) - 1 • 
n 
where the last term tends to zero uniformly on 0[0,1] in probabilty. 
Also the first term will be asymptotically equivalent to 
* 
-S(t) In { ~ (t) - ~(t) } 
which will have the limit process given in theorem 5.2. 
( 5 .1) 
( 5. 2) 
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Section 6. Simulation study. 
Allthough we have proved some results concerning the asymptotic 
* behaviour of ~ , many questions regarding this estimator remains 
completely unanswered. For instance it would be nice to have some idea 
* A of how much (if anything) we gain by using ~ instead of ~. Further 
we would like to know something about the loss of not iterating to 
* -convergence(i.e. to use~ instead of the Turnbull-estimator ~ .) In 
addition it is of interest to study the small-sample prop~rties (as 
the bias and the fit to the normal distribution) of the estimators. 
To tentatively answer these questions ·we have performed a simulation 
experiment. The model that was simulated was a markov-process on the 
state space in figur 1.1 with all transition-intensities equal to 1. 
Hence T,, L. I L.>O and U.- L. are all exponentially distibuted with 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
expectation 1. Especially the cumulative intensity ~(t)=t. 
The model was simulated for varying samle-size n=30,100,300 and 
varying A=Pr(L.>0)=0.1,0.3,0.5,0.8 . In each simulation (n,A) we 
" ~ 
. * - * * reg~strated ~(t),~ (t),~ (t),C1(t,t) and C (t,t) where the last 
" two quantities are estimators of the variance of /n(~(t)-~(t)) and 
t * /n(~ (t)-~(t)) (respectively). In section 4 it is explained how C 
* is constructed. c1 is constructed from the same principles. 
Each simulation was performed 200 times and the following summary 
statistics was computed for t=0.1,0.2, ..... ,2.0 
A ~.(t)=average of the 200 estimates of.~(t) 
* * ~ .(t)=average of the~ (t) 
- -~.(t)=average of the Turnbull-estimators ~ (t) 
* * C .(t)=average of the c (t,t)=average of an estimates of the 
1 1 A 
limiting-distribution of /n(~(t)-~(t)) 
* * C .(t)=average of the c (t,t) 
c~* {t)=empirical variance of the ~* (t), normalized 
- . -c. (t)=empirical variance of the~ (t),normalized 
* . * * H (t)=h~stogram of the standarized ~ (t) (i.e. H (t) counts the 
* * 1/2 number of the /n(~ (t)-~(t))/(C .(t)) in the intervals 
[-0.25,0.25],<0.25,0.75],<-0.25,-0.75], ...... ) 
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* -First we look at the bias of S and S . I_n Figure 6. 1 we have drawn 
A * .. ~ . < t > - rH t ) , S . < t ) - S < t > and S.(t)-S(t) for (n,A)=(100,0.1). The 
* -picture displayed here, that both S (t) and S (t) appears to under-
-estimate S(t) with the bias ~f S (t) slightly worse than (the bias of) 
* S (t), seems to be confirmed also for ather choiches of (n,A). 
However, the bias seems to disappear quite fast, as is indicated 
* by Figure 6.2 which show p.(t)-p(t} for A=0.1 and n=30,100,300. 
* Next we turn to the question of whether c (t,t) does estimate the 
* variance of /n (p (t)-p(t)) . A failure to do so may be due to two 
factors, i.e. c* (t,t) is a biased estimator of the asymptotic var-
* iance of In CP (t}-P(t}) or the asymptotic variance does not give 
* a good approximation to the true variance. In Figur 6.3 C.(t) and 
C~*(t} is plotted for (n,A)=(300,0.1) ; C~(t) being the smooth 
curve. 
For small samples, however, the fit may not at all be good. As an 
example see Figure 6.4 which give the corresponding curves for 
(n,A)=(30,0.1). A closer inspection indicates that the difference 
between C~(t) and C~*(t) for small n seems to be a consequence of 
* . both that c (t,t) overest1mates the asymptotic variance and that the 
asymptotic variance is greater than the true variance. 
* Furthermore we look at the (anticipated) gain in using P (t) instead 
A * * of p(t). In Figure 6.5 c1.(t)/C.(t) are drawn for n=300 and A=0.1, 
0.3,0.5 and 0.8 . It seems like a considerable degree of left-
censoring cooresponds to a considerable gain. 
It is somewhat unsatifactory not having any analytical results for 
-p (t}. In this respect Figure 6.6 give some relief. It show 
-c~*(t}/C. (t) for n=100 and A=0.1,0.3,0.5. This figure indicates a loss 
* -in efficiency up to 25\ (for A=0.1} of using p (t}' instead of P (t). 
However for n=30 and n=300 the estimated efficiency function 
-C~*(t)/C. (t) lies (even) closer to 1. 
* Finally we take a look at the normal-aproximation of /n(p (t)-p(t)). 
. . 
* In Figure 6.7 we have drawn H (t) for (n,A,t) = (30,0.1,2.0) , 
24 
(300,0.1,2.0) and (100,0.1,1.0) (in that order). These histograms 
indicate the general picture in the sense that in most cases the 
histograms are onetopped, somewhat left-skiew with heavier tails 
. 
than the nor~aldistribution. It·is not obvious from the histograms 
that the approximation to the normaldistribution improves as n 
gets larger. 
Figure 6. 1 
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Figure 6.5 
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Figure 6.7 
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Section 7. Discussion. 
First ·we want to comment upon some of the assumptions made in 
Section 1. 
Of the distributional assumptions 1), 2) and 3) are clearly neces-
sary. If they should be left out or modified the posed problem would. 
also be modified. For instance if 3) was left out this would corre-
spond to allowing truncated observations (with T.' 1 ) and the esti-
l 
mation procedure would quite different (see e.g. Turnbull[1976].) 
In order to determine ~(t) on all of [0,1] also assumption 5) is 
necessary, however if it were sufficient to determine only 
~(t)-~(t) for some t>O and t>t a weaker version of 5) might be 
, sufficient. Assumption 4) is almost abundant in view of 5) and is 
mostly a convenient way of introducing notation. 
Regarding assumption 6} , we conjecture that most result 
will still hold also for general distributions (e.g. for discreet 
or general mixtures of discreet and contionous) but that the 
expression for the covariance-function will be more comnplicated. 
Next we turn to the observational assumptions. These only differ 
from the assumptions in Turnbull[1974] in that we demand L. to 
l 
be observed. The limit of the iteration (i.e. the Turnbull-eitimator) 
is not affected of this assumption and hence neither is its pro-
perties. Allthough we have proved ~o such thing, it seems reason-
able that (at least the large-sampel properties of) the Turnbull-
estimator is not inferior to the "one-step-estimator•. This is 
also confirmed by the simulation experiment. 
* The variance-function estimator of ~ (t) may be modified (by 
* -among other things substituting 5 (t) by 5 (t) } so that it is 
possible to compute even if L. is not observed. Hence it is l . 
-possible to construct an (over-)estimator of~ (t}. 
If there is a vast amount of left-censoring present one might 
fear that there is a great loss in not iterating furhter. But 
it should be straightforward (even if it is quite tedious) to 
29 
derive the asymptotic properties of the "second-iteration-
estimator" or of any "finite-iteration-estimator". For instance 
in Samuelsen[1984] it is proved that the "n-th iteration esti-
mator" is consitent for any finite n. The complexity ot the 
covariance-function however will increase with the number of 
iterations. 
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Appendix A. Lemmas omitted from the main text. 
Lemma A. 1 
Suppose { F ; n= 11 21 ... } and { g n= 11 21 ... } are sequences of 
n n 
stochastic functions on [01 1] and Fa and go are deterministic 
contionous functions on [0 1 1] which satisfy 
1) F are no.ndecreasing 1 rightcontionous with F (0) = 0 and 
n n 
F (1) ~ M < • with probability 
n 
a.s 
for n=O 1 1, 21 •.. 
2) ~up 1 Fn(t) - F0Ct> te:LU 1 1] ~ 0 as n ~ • 
as n ~ • 
Then 
j j a.s ~up I g (s) dF (s) g0 (s) d_F0Csl I ~ o te: LuI 1] 0 n n 0 as 
If everywhere in the theorem we replace a.s. with P the result is still 
valid. 
lemma A.2 
Let 2) and 3) in lemma A.1 be replaced by 
4) te:EB~ 1J FnCt> - F0Ct> 
p 
~ 0 as n ~ .. 
5) For all e: > 0 we have 
I gn(t) - g0 Ct> 
p 
0 rup ~ as n ~ .. t£ £1 1] 
--6) There exist a sequnce of stochastic function A such that 
n 
for all e:>O P( 6 I g < s > I dF (s) ' A ( e:) ~ 1 n n n 
and with lim EA ( £) ~ 0 as e: ~ 0. 
n n 
Then we have 
I ~ ~ g0 (s) dF0 (s) I p te:rB~ 1] g ( s) dF (s) .. 0 n n 
Proof of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
Lemma A.1 is a straightforward consequence of lemma 6.1 in Aalen[1976]. 
Restating lemma A.2 we have that for all 1>0 and 6>0 there exist an N 
such that for n>N 
g dF 
n n 
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But 
t~~8, 1] ~ g dF ~ g0 dF 0 1 ' 6 lgnldFn + 6 lg0 1dF0 n n 
+ su~ I f g dF f g0 dF0 1 t&[£ I ] e: n n e: 
By lemma 6. 1 in Aalen[1976] the last term will for all e:>O have proba-
bility less than l/2 of being greater than 6/3 if n>N=N(e:). Further 
since g0 is integrabel with respect to F0 we have 6 lg0 ldF0 < 6/3 
for sufficently small e:. Finally notice that· 
P[ f lg ldF >6/3 ] 6 n n ' P[ A (e:) < f 19 ldF] + P[ A (e:)>6/3 ] n 6 n n n . 
' P[ A (e:) < f lg ldF ] + 3 EA (e:)/6 
n 6 n n n 
By assumption we can find n sufficiently large and e: sufficiently small 
so that the right-hand-side of the last inequality will be less than 112 
lemma A.3 
Under assumptions 1)-5) in section 1 we have 
-1 ~ A -1 P 
a) n 6 [ 1 - S(s) ] J 13 Cs) dN23 Cs) ~ (1-.q ~ g(s) ds 
and 
b) -1 ~ A A -1 n _6 S(s) [ 1 - S(s) ] J 13 Cs) 
p 
~ (1-A) ~ S(s) g(s) ds 
u_niformly on [0, 1]. 
Proof of lemma A.3 
First notice that (by lemma A.2) part a) and b) of the lemma are 
equivalent, hence we shall only prove part a). 
The only non-trivial condition in lemma A.2 is condition 6). Hence 
we must find appropriate A . To do this we will use lemma A.4 which 
n 
is stated without proof. 
For t ' e: 
~(t) =5~t( 1 - Y1(s)- 1 dN 13 Cs) ) ' [ 1 - (O~~~e: Y1(s))- 1 ] N13(t) 
Hence by lemma A.4 
A -1 
[ 1 - S(t) ] ' 20~~~e: Y1(s) I N13 Ct) 
if SUP Y1(s) ) 0(5~£ 
The probability that these two conditions do not hold will tend to zero 
as n tends to infinity. 
(A.1) 
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Thus for n larger than some N2 we have with probabilty larger than 1-o/4 
f " -1 -1 -1 £ -1 6 (1-S(s)) J 13 (s) n dN23 (s) ( 2n O~~ft Y1(s) 6 N13 (s) J 13 (s) dN23 Cs) 
' 2 b N13(s-)-1 J13(s) dN23(s) = An(£) 
which gives the definition of A . It now only remains to show that 
n 
lim EA (t) ~ 0 as £ ~ 0 . 
n n _1 
But N13 cs-) J 13 Cs) is left-continous and predictable in the family 
of a-algebras { ~ ; 0 ( t ' 1 } and hence by lemma 2. 1 t . 
An(t) =· 2 ~ N13 cs-J- 1J13 Cs) (Y0 (s)+Y2(s)) F(s) y(s) ds + M"(t) 
where M"(t) is a martingale in { ~ ; 0' t' 1 } 
t 
Consequently 
(A. 2) 
Further (by letting p(s)=P(Ni 13 csJ=1) and omitting the arguments (and s-)) 
we have 
-1 n k n-k n -1 n k n-k 
k (k) p ( 1-p) ' \£1 (k+1) (k) p ( 1-p) 
-1 
< 2[p(n+1)] 
And obviously 
p 
k=1 
E C Y0 Csl + Y2Csl ' n 
n+1 
k+1 
Hence by (A.2), (A.3),(A.4) we have 
k+1 n-k -1 p (1-p) ' 2(p(n+1)] 
E A(t) < 4 6 p(s)- 1 
We may write p(t)=~ y1Cs) 
we find 
F(s) y(s) ds 
p(t) > y~ ~ a(s) ds 0 0 = - y1 ln(1-F(t)) > y1 F(t) 
Consequently we get 
E A(t) < (4/y~) b y(s) ds ~ 0 as t ~ 0. 
Thus lemma A.3 is established. 
Lemma A.4 
If y > m-1 > 0 , y > 1 and m is an positive integer we have 
m -1 [ 1 - - 1/y) ] ' 2y/m . 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
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The following lemma is useful in the derivation of the limit-process of 
* In(~ (t)-~(t)) Many authors (e.g. Breslow&Crowley[1973]) have used and 
proved this result. They have however presented and proved the result 
in the course of an other proof, thus reducing the readability of 
these proofs. 
Lemma A.S 
Let {(U ,V ); n=1,2, ..... } be a sequence of stochastic elements on 
n n 
the space 0[0,1]x0[0,1] equipped with the Skorohod topology (See 
Billinglsey[1968]) that satifies 
a) V (0)=0 for all n. 
n 
b) V is nondecreasing with probability 1. 
n P 
c) V (t) ~ v(t) for some continous function v(t) uniformly on [0,1]. 
n 
d) u 0 u ~ for some U in 0[0,1]. 
n 
e) P( u tC[0,1] ) = 1 . 
Then we have 
= 6 dV (s) 0 6 U(s) dv(s) on 0[0,1] X (t) u ( s) ~ X(t) = I} n n 
and 
X (t) 
-6 u (s) dv(s) ~ 0 uniformily on 0[0, 1] . n n 
Proof 
The proof uses the Skorohod-Dudley-Theorem (See Gill[1980]). From 
this theorem we have that there exist a probability space with random 
elements (U 1 
n 
a.s for all n 
, vI ) n= 1 , 2, .... 
n 
(U ,V )=(U 1 ,V 1 ) 
n n n n 
Now using lemma A.1 we get 
6 · a.s X ( t) = u I ( s ) dV I ( 5 ) ~ 
n n n 
which is simply (A. 5) . Further 
X (t) - 6 u (s) 
n n 
dv(s) ~ 6 U~(s) 
0 
and (U 1 , v) such that (U,v)=(U 1 ,v}, 
0 
and such that ( U I , V I ) ~ ( U I , v) . 
n n 
6 U1 (S} dv(s) ~ X(t) 
dV 1 ( s) 
- 6 u I ( S) dv(s) n n 
a.s 6 U I ( s ) dv ( s) 6 u I (s) dv(s) = 0 -+ 
and this implies (A.6). Hence we have proved lemma A.S. 
(A. 5) 
(A. 6) 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. 
The proof of theorem 4.1 is in most respects a more worked-out 
version of the proof of proposition 4.1. The main differences can 
be stated in the following 3 points: 
1) Lemma 4.1 may be invalid for t=O for certain choices of S(t) and 
g(t). Hence we will need an alternative version. 
2) Allthough lemma 4.2 is true for t=O the proof of lemma 4.2 is 
not. 
3) In ~he proof a functional + is defined. Due to the alternative 
£ 
version of lemma 4.1 we must modify this functional and we have 
to be a bit more careful to establish the covergence. 
First let 
and 
z~q<t> = ~ -q n (1-S(s)) dZ 1 (s) 
np t p n z2 (t) = J (1-S(s)) dZ 2(s) 
0 
An useful way of stating the alternative to lemma 4.1 is then: 
If q < 0. 5 and p ) '0. 5 
nq np D 
z1 z2 .. 
q 
and z~ where z1 are 
covariance functions 
E Z~(t) Z~(u) 
and 
tAU 
= 6 
then 
c zq 
. 1 I 
zP > 
2 on D[O, 1] 
gaussian processes with expectation 
-2q -1 (1-S(s)) y1(s) a(s) ds 
p p tAu 2p-1 E Z2(t) z2Cu) = (1-A) 6 (1-S(s)) S(s) g(s) ds 
0 and 
We omit the proof of this result, but the MCLT as stated in Ander-
-sen&Gill[1982] is appliciable. 
Next we turn to the extension of lemma 4.2 to the case t=O. The 
amendments that must be done lies the the proofs of (4.9) and (4.10). 
To see that (4.9) hold when t=O as well let 
XP(t) = (1-S(t))P [ Zn(1) - zn2(t) ] n 2 
Then we may write 
= ~ p -p * -1 * -1 Xn(s)(1-S(s)) [(n/Y (s))Y1(s) dN 13 Cs)-y (s) a(s)ds] 
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But by lemma A.2 we have for p < 1 
~ (1-S(s))-p [ (n/Y* (s))Y (s)- 1dN (s)- y* (s)- 1a(s)ds] ~ 0 on 0[0,1] 6 1 13 
By lemma A.S it will then suffice to show that there exist p ( < 1 ) 
such that XP(t) will converge in distribution to a process XP(t) with 
. n 
P( XP(t) t C[0,1] ) = 1. To show that a such p does exist it is 
essential that we have established the limit distribution of z~P(t) 
(for p>O.S). For these values of p XP(t) will be a gaussian process 
with continous covariance function, hence on C[0,1] with probability 1. 
To see this note 
P P ~ -p np Xn(t) = (1-S(t)) t (1-S(s)) dz 2 (s) 
By theorem 2.4.3 in Gill[1980] it is now sufficient to show that 
if z (t) is a sequence of functions on 0[0,1] and z(t) a con-
n 
timous function such that B2~, 1 1 zn(t) - z(t) I ~ 0 then 
also 
sup (1-S(t))P I 1 (1-S(s))-p d ( zn(s)-z(s) ) I 0<t~1 t ~ 0 . 
But by partial integration 
l (1-S(s))-p d( ~n(s) ~ z(s) = (Z (1)- Z(1)) (1-5(1))-_p 
n 
(Z (t) - Z(t)) (1•S(t))-p 
n 1 -p 
+ t (zn(s) - z(s)) d(1-S(s)) 
and hence the expression in (A.7) is dominated by 
2 sup I z (t) - z(t) I ~ 0 as n ~ • 
. n 
Consequently (A.7) hold, yielding that (4.9) hold for t=O as well. 
To show that also (4.10) is valid for t=O we will show that 
each of the four terms on the right-handside in (4.13) will tend 
to zero (in probability on 0[0,1]). For all terms arguments sim-
iliar to the one above will be applied. 
First term in (4.13): Due to lemma A.1 and to 
~ (1~S(s))-p (n/Y*(s)) Y (s)- 1dN (~) ! f (1-S(s))-Py*(s)- 1a(s)ds 
1 13 0 
on 0[0,1] for p<1 it will be sufficent to find a p such that 
(1-S(s))P s} 1 :~~~) zn1Cr) [ (1-A)g(r)dr- J,~Cr)dN:n(r) ] ! o n(1-S(r)) 
0[0,1]. 
(A. 7) 
} 
s 
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But by partial integration we see that this will follow from 
S(r) (1-S(r))p- 1 zn1(r) [ (1-.A)g(r)dr J1~(r)dN~~(r) ] ~ 0 n(1-S(r)) 
on 0[0,1]. But by partial integration, letting q=1-p, we get that 
-q n (1-S(r)) Z1(r) will converge to a process that is element in 
C[0,1] with probability 1 if the corresponding process z~q(r) 
has this same property. Hence choosing p£<0.5,1> we may apply 
lemma A.S. to get the wanted conclusion. 
Second term in (4.13): By a argument similiar to the preceeding 
we have that for p>O.S will 
p } S(r) n( J,.., (r) dN,., (r) (1-S(s)) Z r) ... e.o 
s 1-S(r) 1 n (1-S(r)) 
converge in distribution to a process that is on C[O, 1] with pro-
bability 1. Since also (for p<1) 
I (1-S(s))-p [ y* (s)- 1 a(s)ds- (n/Y* (s)) Y1CsJ- 1dN 13 Cs) ] ~ 0 
0 
on 0[0,1] the second term in (4.13) will "disappear• also for 
e:=O. 
Third term: It is possible to show that for pe:<0.5,1> will 
Zn(r) (1-S(r))P [ J1l{r) - ~) ] ~ 0 on 0[0,1] 
1 1-S(r) 1-S'(r) 
This is done using the the tecnique of partial integration to 
show that this will follow from 
~ (1-S(r))P [ J~~(r) - ~} ] dzn1(r} ~ 0 on 0[0,1] 6 1-S(r) 1-S(r) 
and then the MCLT to show that the above expression is true. 
But by partial intgration again we get that (A.8) is sufficient 
to show that the third term tends to zero in probability on 0[0,1]. 
Fourth term in (4.13): As with the third term it will be suf-
ficient to show that for pe:<0.5,1> will (on 0[0,1]) 
[ S( ) Zn( ) In (~(r)-S(r)) ] (1-S(r))P J1~(r) ~ 0 
- r 1 r - 1- (r) 
This can be done (essentially) the same way as with (A.8). 
(A. 8) 
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It now remains only~to show that the process V (u) will 
'n 
converge to the process V(u) defined in theorem 4.1. Note that 
we may write 
Vn(U) = 6 (1-S(t))q d~~q(t) 
+ 6 { (1-S(s))-p dZ~P(s) y* (t)- 1 a(t) dt 
- (1-A) 6 l S(s) 1-S(s) ~ q nq * -1 6 (1-S(r)) dZ 1 (r) g(s)ds y (s) a(s)ds 
We will define a functional f : 0[0 11]2 ~ 0[0 11] by 
f( znq 
I 
znp (u) = V (u) 1 2 n 
, We ,then have for qt<OIO.S> and pt<0.5 11> that on 0[01 1] 
'!'( znq znp ) (u) D '!'( zq zP ) (u) I ~ I 1 2 1 2 
This is true because 
1 ) nq np D q p 2 z1 I z2 ) ~ ( z1 1 z2 ) On 0[011] for these values 
of (q1p) and with the limit-element in C[0 11]2 with proba-
bility 1. 
if ( zn n is a sequence of fucunctions converging uni-2) I z2 ) 1 
formly to ( z 1 2 ) on [0 11]2 then also 
n n 
I z '!'( z11 Z2) 
will converge uniformly to '!'( Z~ 1 n Z2) on [0 11] 
That 1 ) and 2 ) imply (A.9) follows from theorem 2.4.3 in 
Gill[1980]. That 2) indeed hold may be shown by performing 
integrations. 
'!'{ Z~ 1 Z~ ) (u) will obviously be gaussian and that it has the 
same covariance-function as V{u) may be demonstrated the same way 
way as we derived the covariance-function of + {Z 1 Z ) { in the 
t 1 2£ 
proof of proposition 4.1). Hence the proof of theorem 4.1 is com-
complete and the paper is finished {PUH). 
(A. 9 J 
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